
After the Post-It Notes
How to ensure that the service you 
designed is the one that gets delivered
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• 2010-2012: Author receiving support from publicly funded business 
support services

• 2013: Providing publicly funded video marketing support to small 
businesses

• 2014: Marketing and promoting publicly funded business support 
services

• 2015-2018: Ensuring that publicly funded business support services 
were designed to meet the needs of users and were easy to access.

• 2019: Helping teams within North Yorkshire County Council to develop 
profitable services that deliver great customer experiences.



2010 

Post-Recession 

Grimsby



Received 12 Hours of Start-Up 
Advice from an unqualified 
advisor

Encouraged to take out a loan 
because one was available
Registered as a business with 
HMRC without understanding 
book-keeping or self assessment

Became very anxious and 
confused about what I’d signed 
up for and was fined over £100 by 
HMRC for missing filing deadlines

Result: Terrified about 
starting up a business



2013 
The Last Shipwright in 

Grimsby



Technical 
Service 
Design

Financial 
Modeling

State Aid

Audit 
Control

Compliance

Due 
Diligence

Procurement



Competing delivery partners leads to 

overbidding on outputs.

Contractual outputs then determine service 

delivery

When behind on outputs, it’s about 

delivering what’s easy, not what’s right
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2015 

Enter: Post-It
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• Service Design

• Co-Creation of services

• User Value Propositions

• Personas

• User stories

• Journey mapping
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Still goes off track

• No time or funding for development

• Disconnect between the bid writer and 

the operations team

• Return to type for delivery model

• The risk of innovation is all on the 

delivery partner
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2017 

Moving beyond design
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Key components borrowed from ITIL

• Capacity forecasting

• Demand forecasting

• Service Design Pack to move services from design, to 

development, through to operations



Capacity Forecasting



Demand Forecasting



Scenario ModellingForecasting



Customer Journey
Service Model v.1

Stage 1
Pre-project Approval

Stage 3
2.2 delivery

Stage 2
Project approval

Stage 4
2.1 delivery

Stage 5
2.2 deivery

Stage 6
Review
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Finance and admn
team
(Procurement framework)

Training Needs
Advisor
(North Yorkshire County
Council)

Growth Hub Helpline
(North Yorkshire County
Council)

Business mentor
(Procurement framework)

Training institution
(Procurement framework)

Business selects training
provider from list of
procured delivery partners

Business pays training
provider in full for the cost of
training delivery.

Training provider supplies
business with proofs of
purchase and delivery

Business provides NYCC
with proofs of purchase and
delivery of training

NYCC submits claim to
Managing authority

Managing authority pays
claim

NYCC retains portion of
claim to cover the cost of
overheads

NYCC passes the rest of
claim on to business

SME Business

North
Yorkshire
County Council

Managing
Authority

Training
Provider

What do they

Think and Feel

What do they

Say and Do

What’s happening in their

Environment

What’s do their

Peers say

“You’re going to lose
Europe”

“Will Government sell out
food and farm ing 
    businesses?”

Less confident than
they were pre-Brexit

The farm is their heritage

“Digital connectivity
won’t fix my business”

Distrust of politicians

Worried that Government
decisions over alternative
trade deals will be slow

“We’re on our own”

“Drones are
overrated”

They feel that there is a lack of
sumpathy towards them from
the gneral public

Feel they are
perceived as having
Brexit comfort
blankets and higher
incomes

Reluctant to reduce herd size
as that’s “the family farm”

There’s a risk of
oversupply if they
can’t reach foreign
markets

Intensive Poultry
farmers are better
at change

Those farmers who
aren’t progressive
are lkley to be
referred in by their
banks

I want quick wins

Some farmers will want to exit
the business, either handing
over to a successor, selling up
or contracing out their land

Lots of unknowns
surrounding
Brexit

Herd demands on
grass supplies are
causing forms to
run at a loss

Global weather
conditions are poor

Pound is weak

Currently, cereal
producers are
doing well and
have a level of
comfort

Subsidy safety net
is about to
disappear

Market is volatile-  costs and
price surrounding input and
output are very variable. This
market volatility is
compounded by uncertainty
around subsidies

Potential problems
with access to
European markets

Feeling isolated, both in
terms of the situation
their business is facing
and their rurality

“This isn’t the Brexit we
voted for”

“How can you plan for
Brexit when you don’t know
what Brexit is going to look
like?”

Service Design Packs
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2019 
Empowering Others



Simonking@live.co.uk

Twitter @GRServiceDesign

LinkedIn /GreatServiceDesign

This is my story which I have told you. If it be 

sweet, tell it to someone again and then some 

of the thanks will come back to me.


